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1.Introduction 
Once considered novelties, In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems now have become de facto gadget in modern cars. 
It is no longer limited to high end vehicles. IVI has now become an important feature that influences the buyer. 

OEMs depend largely on suppliers for developing and testing the IVI systems. Absence of appropriate and 
sophisticated test platforms and lack of best fit test designs pose challenges. In most cases, issues and defects are 
found when the IVI devices are tested in the vehicle, which dents the reputation of the brand. The software or the 
hardware must be modified and retested. The entire process disturbs the production schedule on calendar.  

As the complexity of IVI systems continue to increase over the next few years, so will the importance of “Effective 
Testing” and faster turn-around time to fix issues. 

 

2.Testing Technique in IVI Domain – The Need 
Automotive Infotainment system is growing rapidly because of advancement in technology. More and more new 
technologies and devices are getting integrated in the system.  

 

The automakers are now focusing on test solutions, which can mainly address the following: 

▪ Testing of latest and upcoming IVI devices and their seamless connectivity with other devices such as; 
smartphones, tablets, laptops and headsets 

▪ Simulation and testing of real time scenarios; such as for GPS Navigation and Audio System 

▪ Simulation and testing of safety scenarios to ensure minimum driver distraction 

▪ Testing of IVI applications with other applications and devices, which share common multimedia devices, such 
as; the touch screen display is now more commonly used for Navigation, DVD video, Games, Internet, Rear 
View camera, Park Assist systems and Blind Spot Detection systems 

▪ Security of personal data with proper authentication, authorization and encryption 

▪ Testing of driver and passenger IVI systems with all possible scenarios 

▪ Capability to test the system under different phases of the development cycle, before field and production 
tests 

 

Keeping all the solutions in mind the most important role to be played is the Test designing and techniques used 
to cover all corners of the code and other variables for the IVI System. 
 

3.Challenges in creating IVI test cases 
The growing complexity of a typical IVI system introduces a lot of variable factors to be considered while planning 
Test cases. These variable factors plays are very critical as the IVI system provides the Human Machine interaction 
and hence having a user point of view becomes the key in finding and resolving issues. Below is the list of factors: 
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▪ Domains 

▪ Features 

▪ Variants 

▪ Versions 

▪ Standards 

▪ Device Interoperability 

▪ Power modes 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the above variables need to be covered along with our test designs and techniques for increasing 

the “Test Effectiveness” and “Test Coverage” 

 

4.IVI Test Designing Techniques 
Considering various factors and variables around IVI system, a robust test design technique is of utmost importance. 
Proposing “Matrix based approach” for the same. However, unlike traditional matrix based approach which is a 
common practice in Testing domain, here each Matrix to be designed considering the IVI testing aspect.  Traditional 
way of writing test cases may not address the interdependency criteria and hence this approach is more effective 
and reliable. 

▪ Active Matrix: Feature Vs Feature 

▪ Structure Matrix: Feature Vs Test Object 

▪ Variant Matrix : Feature Vs Variant 

▪ Cumulative Matrix : Continuous Operations 

▪ Trouble Matrix : Negative Scenarios 

▪ Start up Matrix : Feature Vs Start up conditions 

▪ Device Matrix : Feature Vs Devices 

 

Variable 
Factors

Inter-
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Versions

Features

Variant

Standards

Power 
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4.1. Active Matrix Design 
Active Matrix design is a unique test designing concept where the matrix is formed and arranged on “Feature Vs 
Feature” and “Domain Vs Domain”, keeping the entire SUT (system under test - Head Unit) “active” all the time. 

This kind of test designing gives reliability and robustness to the system. 

For any active system (many number of processes running) if a user invokes or provides any input to the system 
how would a system behave? The answer is in the Active matrix tests. 

 

                  

 

The diagram shows the concept used for this test design: 

State: This is the current state of the System or the test steps which the user needs to follow 

Event: The new test step which the user will introduce 

Service: These are the services in the IVI System viz: Audio service, mode service, system service etc. 

Features: These points to the IVI features viz Carplay, dial in, browsing, E-call etc. 

Sub Function/Function: Another level of Features where an action is performed or the setting of current state of 
system. 

Since this Active matrix would result in huge number of test cases to be generated, for ease of execution we can 
device a mechanism of priority assignment and grouping. 

Both the State and event are assigned appropriate priority and in the common cell a combined priority is 
mentioned for eg.  
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For execution Planning the priorities like AA, AB, AC are given preference or grouped has high priority tests. 

With experience it is seen that results of random testing are very good and hence the Tester actively starts 
thinking of the scenarios. But the challenge with random testing is that it is non-measurable and cannot be 
planned as required hence this approach of “Formal Random Testing” gives great results in terms of planning and 
execution. Thereby minimizing manual errors or skipping or missing some scenarios. 

 

4.2. Structure Matrix Design 
Tests which checks that HU (System Under Test) operates properly even if the objects are deleted or replaced, 
and the attributes of the objects is changed, from the perspective of the relationship between the test object and 
the other objects in the same environment. 

This Matrix is designed considering current state or event of the Head Unit Versus Test objects to be changed in 
the same testing environment. 

 

 

 

The above diagram shows the concept used for this test design below is an Example: 

Test Objects: All the test objects for a test environment are listed in the x-axis of the Matrix viz. Hardkeys,Test 
media (CD,USB,SD etc.) insert, eject or play. 
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Features: Features are listed domain wise viz. Audio, Networking, Navigation etc. 

This type of test design provides robustness to the overall structure of the functioning of the System Under Test. 

Since this type of test design would generate large number test cases so a concept of logical grouping is 
introduced keeping in mind a set of test cases which can be executed at one go. 

 

 

 

 

4.3. Feature Variant Matrix 
These are the tests which checks the features of all variants in a program are intact and working as expected. 

For a multi variant environment the software packaging plays a very important role. These different software 
packages might have changes in only a few components of the package with respect to variant and feature 
whereas keeping most of the package components common across these variants. 

To Ensure those changed components functioning for a variant we can design this type of test approach named 
Feature-Variant Matrix. 

Examples: 

▪ NA (North America) region supports TA, SIRIUS, SXM, Regional FM etc 

▪ EU (Europe) region supports DAB 

▪ Baidu CarLife in China 

▪ Language support for several other variants  

 

As part of Integration testing, a separate test suite (Matrix) to be prepared where all feature listing is done as per 
variant. 
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The above Matrix is prepared from feature summary documents and revised whenever a new requirement or 
feature is introduced. 

This is the best suited technique for multi variant programs. 

 

4.4. Cumulative Operations Matrix 
Tests which checks that HU operates properly even if requested processing is performed repeatedly for a long time. 

This testing technique involves validating that the software behaviour and response time, is consistent while 
performing a unique set of test in a cumulative manner. 

Purpose: The main objective of Cumulative Operation Test is to ensure that the features and functionalities are 
performing as per the requirements and the response time is consistent, every time the test cases are executed. 
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The diagram above shows a sample matrix where the Domains and operations are listed in rows and in columns we 
have listed number of times the operation is performed. 

Sample Test Scenario: Verifying the response time of CD slot (of ECU) multiple times, to see the consistency in the 
behavior.  

To perform this activity following steps are involved: 

• Insert the CD in the CD slot and play the same. 

• Note the response time, which CD player takes to play the music file. 

• Repeat the above 2 steps multiple times (as to be mentioned in matrix) and note the different readings to 
check the consistency in the behavior. 

During test planning one can plan as to how many times an operation needs to be performed. 

This kind of tests improves the reliability and stability of the system and at the same time being close to real 
scenario. 

 

4.5. Corresponding Trouble Matrix 
Tests which checks whether it can respond to the obstacle which may be generated during the active running of 
the test environment. 

In this type of matrix approach, we have divided the troubles into two different categories  

▪ One, where a trouble can be a generic trouble pertaining to external environment conditions or generic in 
nature viz, power reset etc. Could be termed as “Common Troubles” 

▪ Second, where the trouble could be caused in a specific domain or the action being performed viz, a scratched 
CD, corrupted USB. Could be termed as “Domain Specific Troubles” 

 

 

The above diagram shows the design in terms of domains listed in rows and Common troubles listed in columns. 

A mentioned scenario is performed by the tester and then the trouble is introduced. 
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In Domain Specific troubles all the troubles listed in rows and executed by the tester. 

This type of test design approach improves reliability of the system in adverse conditions and yet being very close 
to real user scenarios thereby giving more confidence on the system. 

 

4.6. Start up Matrix 
 

Tests which checks operating correctly by the unstable state immediately after a system startup. 

 

 

 

In this type of test approach all the scenarios are listed in rows (Features) and all kind of start up conditions viz. 
Cold Start, Hot Start, User on/off etc. are listed in the columns. 

During Execution of such matrix a scenario is performed and then start up conditions are given in order to check 
instability in the System Under Test. 
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4.7.  Device Feature Matrix 
 

Tests which are performed for checking the interoperability of the ‘N’ number of devices, which are used with the 
IVI system 

Typically, IVI systems of this generation and future generations largely depends on the secondary devices and their 
connectivity with the System. All these secondary devices come with different OS, filesystems and versions of OS 
differing with the make and model keeping this in mind providing support of the features with devices being used 
widely becomes important. 

This testing technique involves validating the support of different kind of device and there model available in 
different markets. For e.g.: Asia market has different demand w.r.t Phone models, USB models SD Card brands, and 
many more devices. 

Purpose: The main objective of Device Matrix Testing is to ensure the compatibility of the IVI System to support 
different brands and models of different devices. 

Test Scenario: Verifying the compatibility of the Media Player with USB stick of different capacity and vendor’s 
w.r.t. different song formats (e.g. m4a,mp3,wav, .aac, wma, etc.) using below mentioned device matrix: 

 

ASIA 

Market 

USB 3.0 USB 2.0 

1 

GB 
2 GB 4 GB 16 GB 32 GB 1 GB 2 GB 4 GB 16 GB 32 GB 

Transcend ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

SanDisk ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Sony ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

HP ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

 

 

5.Benefits of Matrix based Approach 
 

▪ A System Under Test can be modeled with Features, Domains, Variants, Versions and restrictions. 

▪ Matrix based test design lets you improve Quality and reduce efforts 

▪ Ensures Test coverage at all interaction levels 

▪ Provides Systematic test planning 

▪ Running more test in lesser time 

▪ Easy to review 

 

6.Conclusion 
 

Below is the summary of the Test design Techniques discussed in this document. 
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Details of each few test designs are mentioned in the attached sample documents: 

Active Matrix Design 
 

Structure Matrix Design 
 

Cumulative Operations Matrix 

 

Feature Variant Matrix 
 

Corresponding Trouble Matrix 
 

Start up Matrix 
 

 

 

Active Test Matrix 

Structure Matrix Test Design 

Cumulative Operations Matrix 

Corresponding Trouble Tests 

Start up Matrix 

Feature Variant Matrix 

file:///C:/Users/sandsule/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary Internet Files/Content.Outlook/KM4CEUHU/02-Future Automotive Software -Architecture Blueprint.pptx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/Test%20design%20Technique%20for%20IVI/Sample%20Files/ActiveSystemTest.xlsx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/Test%20design%20Technique%20for%20IVI/Sample%20Files/Structure_Matrix_Test_Report.xlsx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/Test%20design%20Technique%20for%20IVI/Sample%20Files/Cumulative_Test_Report.xlsx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/Test%20design%20Technique%20for%20IVI/Sample%20Files/Trouble_Matrix_Test_Report.xlsx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/Test%20design%20Technique%20for%20IVI/Sample%20Files/Start%20up%20Matrix.xlsx
file:///D:/Ford%20Mexico/VariantsFeatuesMatrix.xlsx
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